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Why am I here?

To tell you about Scotland’s SDI

Which means I need to  tell you about Scotland’s Public Sector

Why is this relevant? Because the Scottish public sector
is by far the biggest creator 

of data

Which means
We have to take the lead! 



•Central Government
•Local Government
•Emergency Services
•Joint Boards

•Assessors
•Transport
•etc

•NHS Scotland
•3rd Sector 
(where acting on behalf of public sector)
• Academic Higher Academic Sector

• Sometimes.
• When it suits them.

So, what is this Scottish Public Sector? 



•Health
•Education
•Justice
•Environment
•Agriculture and Forestry
•Fisheries
•Transport
•Community care and Social Services
•Arts, Culture and Sport
•Enterprise, the economy and employment
•Energy and sustainable development
•Planning
•Housing
•Water 
• Waste disposal
•Tourism
•Research and Statistics
•etc

So - What does the Scottish Public Sector deliver?

Literally – Everything!

• Public sector data can be a huge resource to other sectors
• It can contribute to the health, and  and economic well-being of Scotland

• But so far we have barely started to consider how we can use it



Just one example - Renewables

A really good thing?

But maybe not 
as simple
as it seems!  



How do we reconcile these differences?

By detailed spatial planning



But if I want information about the impact a windfarm might have
I have to go to many different organisations



Different organisations might use different data standards

And even then, I can’t always be sure of what I’ve got 

Because we define the data we need for our 
Own Internal requirements



Delivery of these will create Scotland’s SDI

Good News #1

One Scotland: One Geography

• Overcoming barriers to data sharing 

• Making better use of Scotland’s Key geographies

Strategy Objective 2

Ensure that everyone can use the most up-to-date and accurate geographic information about Scotland that can be 
delivered with best use of resources.

Strategy Objective 3

Develop and promote the means whereby geographic information can be shared, within the practical limits of best 
value, so as to give a high quality and knowledge “return” from each set of data.



The INSPIRE Regulations (2009)

The INSPIRE Regulations
Clarify and Define
our priorities

The Good News # 2 



The UK Location Programme

Within UK

We need to balance 
Scotland’s Requirements 

With those of the rest of the UK 

A Federated Approach



Good news # 3 – The Plan
Delivery – Scotland’s Spatial Data Infrastructure



Data delivery



Data Delivery

Delivering common standards



Common core/base data from 3rd Parties



Common core/base data from 3rd Parties

The current system is highly inefficient and uneconomic

Data comes from many different suppliers – fair enough
But we can reduce the duplication of effort
Cut out the multiple issue/storage of data

The aim is efficiency and cost saving
The Collaborative at least gives the small fry a chance



Discovery/Metadata Services 



Metadata and Discovery – One of the first targets for INSPIRE Compliance 

Discovery/Metadata Service

We need to tell people what data is available
And where to find it

A Second Partnership
Scottish Government/British Geological Survey/EDINA



View Services 



Data Delivery WMS and Discovery services will deliver the Data 

View Services 

People will choose how they View it 

Data is delivered when and where its needed



Public Sector Portals



We’re starting to develop this approach – environmental information systems

Public Sector Portals 



We know where you are    +/-

Flooding is based on hydrological conditions
Flooding can be modelled and mapped

Flood prediction maps allow us to target
resources

But they can also be used to target risk

So everything fixed. Public data is public. But are we ready for this?



We know who you are and where you live    +/-

Electronic tagging – accepted as appropriate

But what if
they want

to access your
Citizen record
as well as your 
Address details?

The police need to know who they’re dealing with

So how far do we go?

So everything fixed. Public data is joined up – but can we deal with it?



Centrally managed Discovery/Metadata Service

Search for Data Availability and Web Service Address

Organisations:

•Private Sector

•Academic Sector

•Third Sector
Data Query:

Use Web Service

Private Sector 

Portals

Private Sector Data

Data Creation

Data Management

Data Exposure

Thematic Data

Public Sector Organisations: 

Data Creation

Key/Core Geography/Base 

Data

Public Sector Organisations: 

Data Creation

Public Sector:

Data Owner*

Public Sector:

Data Owner* 

Internal Use
Internal Use

Data Standards

Quality Assurance

(Kite Mark)

Data Standards

Quality Assurance

(Kite Mark)

Interoperability

standards

SDI Cookbook

WMS/WFS

Open Data 1
Open Data 3

Single

Body

Single

Body

Group of

Bodies

Group of

Bodies

Web Service 

Address

Web Service 

Address

We’re creating the infrastructure and processes for delivery



But are we delivering the right thing?

Someone needs to tell us



We think we’re headed in the right direction

But are we?



However, we do know that we need to 
Keep  Going
Staying  put is really not an option !

And how do we know when we’ve arrived? 

And while we don’t know what the future will bring
• apart from uncertainty

• We  do know we need to be able to handle 
whatever comes our way 

We think we know where we need to end up   

But do we?



However, what we really do know is …….the future is in our hands


